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It’s Melissa Ingold from TimeFreedomBusiness.com. I want to address a question that has come 

up a lot about budgeting. A lot of people dive into outsourcing with a small budget – I know I 

did, I know a lot of people do.  

When you have a small budget, what is the ideal thing to start outsourcing? Obviously, there is 

no one right answer, there’s no specific thing that I can tell you, but here is what I do know.  

You are going to want to sit down and you’re going to want to track your tasks for the next few 

days. I highly recommend about a week. You’re going to track your time doing everything. If 

you’re posting content on Facebook, if you’re writing an email to your list to send out, if you’re 

formatting your newsletter or posting content to your blog, editing videos, whatever it is you 

do for the next few days, I want you to write it down and log how much time it takes you to do 

those things. Then you’ll be able to get a really good overview of the stuff that has to be done 

in your business on a fairly regular basis.  

Once you know that, then you’re going to be able to say, “Spending this many hours every 

week answering emails and answering the same questions over and over again is a huge time 

suck.” For you, that would be the very first thing that you’re going to want to outsource, to get 

help with your email, even if it’s just five hours a month that an assistant can handle those 

questions.  

And she could be working on setting up an FAQ for you, which will cut down your costs because 

it’s not going to take her as much time to say, “Here’s the answer, go to the FAQ.” So it’s not 

going to be a lot of back and forth. 

Plus, as you train your people to look through the FAQ and look for the answer to their question 

first before contacting your assistant, then that’s going to save them time, and it’s going to save 

you time and money. That is the thing that would be for you.  

That’s not going to be the same thing for everyone. Everyone’s business model is different and 

what everyone needs to be outsourcing is going to be different.  

For instance, if you have an amazing popular Facebook page and you spend a lot of time 

figuring out a content calendar, what to post, looking for cool quotes and content, organizing 

everything, and that takes up a lot of your time, time that you would love to spend creating 

new products and programs to serve that amazing audience, but you can’t because you’re stuck 

trying to keep up with all of the day to day that is required of you to keep that Facebook page 

hopping and keep people interacting and engaged, that means that’s something that you could 

be outsourcing. That could be your first thing to outsource. That may be where you hire a VA 

for five hours a month to outsource that for you. 
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A typical VA in the U.S. who has some good experience, has some good skills, you’re going to be 

looking at paying at least $25 per hour for that. Of course, you can outsource overseas for $5 an 

hour, but then you have a huge time difference and you have the language barrier and there 

could be a lot of training. You could look into doing that for outsourcing, but I recommend that 

you invest a little bit more and find someone locally or at least in the U.S. or Canada where 

there is not that language barrier and such a huge time difference. That’s something to 

consider. I’ve found that to be about the average range for a VA, someone who could answer 

email, who could manage all that content for your Facebook page.  

If you’re looking at five hours, that’s $125 per month. But, here’s the thing. What is your hourly 

rate actually worth? Is it worth you for you to be working on $25 an hour tasks, or is it better 

for you to be focusing more on marketing, connecting, creating, and doing those high value 

tasks as opposed to being stuck those day to day $25 an hour tasks.  

I want to share my “what is your time worth” calculator. Basically, you can punch in some 

numbers and figure out what your hourly rate is, what your time is worth.  

Once you have that, you’ll be able to say “my hourly rate is $125 hour, why am I working on a 

task that is a $25 an hour task – it’s better to outsource.” Your hourly rate is $125, so you would 

take $25 of that and pay someone else, you’re still earning $100 an hour so it makes sense. 

If your yearly income is still pretty low, then maybe you want to look at finding those VAs who 

are charging less because they’re just getting started in their business, they’re looking for 

experience, they’re looking for testimonials, so they do charge less. It means that there is going 

to be a lot more training involved on your end, a lot more back and forth, but you could also be 

really helping someone and grooming them, I guess that’s the word I’m looking for, to really 

grow with you and your business.  

You’re grooming them to work in your business, you’re training them how to do all this stuff in 

your particular business. Again, that’s a lot more time investment from you to go that route, 

but it’s definitely an option when you’re just getting started and your budget is low and you 

figure out that your hourly time isn’t worth that much right now.  

I want you to go and check out the calculator, it’s really neat. Go to WhatIsYourTimeWorth.com 

and there’s some great information on that page. You can watch the video that recaps how it 

works, and then you can use the calculator. Just type in your numbers, hit calculate, and you 

can see what your hourly time is worth and whether or not it makes sense to start outsourcing. 

You deserve and you should be focusing on those tasks that are really growing your business 

instead of spending hours and hours finding content to share on Facebook or whatever it is that 

you have tracked is sucking up so much of your time. 
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Again, you want to make sure that you’re tracking your hours, look at where all of your time is 

actually going, and then those are the things that you are going to want to outsource before 

anything else. Then over time, of course, you can add more and more, grow, and do all those 

wonderful things. For now, I would focus on that, even if it’s just for five hours a month. $100-

125 per month is totally worth it to buy back those five hours for yourself.  

Imagine if you had those extra five hours. If you sat down for five hours straight and did nothing 

but worked on creating a new product or program, how awesome would that be? How much 

money could you turn around then and get back from those five hours by selling that new 

product or program and really being of service to your audience?  

They want that stuff from you. If you’re not creating it, they’re not going to get it and you’re 

not going to be able to be of service to your audience because you are so stuck in doing the 

little tasks that are time consuming. They have to be done, but there are so many wonderful 

assistants out there who would love to work with you, would love to support you in your 

business.  

I want you to think about everything that I said here and just get started. Start somewhere. Just 

start tracking your time and your hours and see where things stand at the end of a week and go 

from there. 

I hope that helps you in figuring out what to outsource first if you don’t have a lot of money. 

There’s no specific answer or specific thing that I can tell you, because everything is going to be 

different. Everyone’s business is going to be different, what people are spending their time on 

is going to be different.  

There’s a great start and I will talk to you soon. Bye. 
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